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tural changes in thermoresponsive
hydrogels to the optical response of embedded
plasmonic nanoparticles†

Kamila Zygadlo,a Chung-Hao Liu, b Emmanuel Reynoso Bernardo,a Huayue Ai, a

Mu-Ping Nieh bc and Lindsey A. Hanson *a

Stimuli-responsive microgels, composed of small beads with soft, deformable polymer networks swollen

through a combination of synthetic control over the polymer and its interaction with water, form

a versatile platform for development of multifunctional and biocompatible sensors. The interfacial

structural variation of such materials at a nanometer length scale is essential to their function, but not

yet fully comprehended. Here, we take advantage of the plasmonic response of a gold nanorod

embedded in a thermoresponsive microgel (AuNR@PNIPMAm) to monitor structural changes in the

hydrogel directly near the nanorod surface. By direct comparison of the plasmon response against

measurements of the hydrogel structure from dynamic light scattering and nuclear magnetic resonance,

we find that the microgel shell of batch-polymerized AuNR@PNIPMAm exhibits a heterogeneous volume

phase transition reflected by different onset temperatures for changes in the hydrodyanmic radius (RH)

and plasmon resonance, respectively. The new approach of contrasting plasmonic response (a measure

of local surface hydrogel structure) with RH and relaxation times paves a new path to gain valuable

insight for the design of plasmonic sensors based on stimuli-responsive hydrogels.
Introduction

Stimuli-responsive hydrogels are so, deformable polymer
networks that swell with water in response to a physical or
chemical stimulus. Due to the extensive development of
synthetic control over the properties of the polymer and its
interaction with water, it has been reported that hydrogels can
swell or collapse in response to light, temperature, electric eld,
pH, and specic chemicals.1,2 In addition, size control of micro-
or nanogels affords the possibility of delivery in conned
spaces, as is the case for intravenous drug delivery,3 and can
change the cellular response in the case of synthetic extracel-
lular matrices.4 Small size also allows for faster responses, with
the timescale of the volume phase transition scaling with the
square of the radius of the particle, according to the Tanaka
model.5 Microgels also offer the possibility for synthetic control
over complex architectures,6 such as core–shell or core–shell–
shell spheres that allow for response tomultiple stimuli7 or tune
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the kinetics of the volume phase transition.8 This tunability and
functionality make stimuli-responsive hydrogels promising
materials for a variety of applications, from targeted drug
delivery2 to adaptable catalysis,9 but a deeper understanding of
their structures and responses to stimuli, especially at small
length scales, is needed to fully take advantage of their
potential.

Thermoresponsive gels are among the most well-studied
stimuli-responsive hydrogels in the literature.10–12 Thermores-
ponsive gels generally respond to temperature changes by
undergoing a volume phase transition at a critical transition
temperature, due to a change in the solubility of the polymer in
water at that temperature. The prototypical thermoresponsive
hydrogels are poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAm) and the
closely related poly(N-isopropylmethacrylamide) (PNIPMAm),
both of which undergo a volume phase transition at elevated
temperatures due to desolvation of the hydrophobic isopropyl
groups.10 As a result, the hydrogels exhibit a decrease in volume
above the critical solution temperature. The volume change
serves as the origin of many applications of thermoresponsive
hydrogels, including smart windows11 and tunable photonic
crystals.12

One particular complex architecture of interest is the
combination of stimuli-responsive microgels with inorganic
nanoparticles.13 In particular, metallic nanoparticles exhibit
localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) that yield strong
absorbance and scattering features in the visible and near-
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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infrared spectra. These resonances depend on the size and
shape of the particle, as well as the refractive index at the
surface of the particle.14,15 Previous work has established the
ability to synthesize microgels with metallic nanoparticles
adsorbed to the exterior,16–20 formed in situ in the microgel,9 or
embedded in the interior and used to seed the polymerization.21

The composites add the advantage of the sensitive, strong
optical response of the nanoparticles to the stimulus response
of the hydrogel. The heat generated by the nanoparticle plas-
mon has been shown to initiate collapse of the hydrogel19,22 to
form a photoresponsive composite, and other work has shown
that collapse of the gel reversibly alters the optical extinction of
the composite23 and tunes the plasmon resonance of the
nanoparticle24,25 to create devices with temperature-controlled
optical absorbance. This latter work establishes the ability of
the nanoparticle plasmon spectrum to report the state of the
hydrogel, but to date this ability has not been leveraged to study
the gel itself.

Here, we synthesize gold nanorods (AuNRs) embedded in
a thermoresponsive PNIPMAm microgel and take advantage of
the sensitive plasmon resonance to study the spatial heteroge-
neity of the thermoresponse of the newly formed AuNR@P-
NIPMAm microgels at various temperatures. As expected, the
thermoresponsive hydrogel exhibits a thermally-induced
collapse that is accompanied by an increase in the refractive
index due to decreased water content.26 The gold nanorod
plasmon resonance red-shis in response to the increase in
refractive index and as such detects the degree of collapse at the
surface of the nanorod. However, by contrasting dynamic light
scattering (DLS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
measurements of the hydrogel with the plasmon response, we
are able to differentiate between the degree of collapse at the
nanorod surface with that in the rest of the microgel. This
combined approach, to our knowledge the rst of its kind to
apply these three techniques together to such systems, allows us
to provide insight into the variation in the volume phase tran-
sition throughout the microgel and provides a platform for
future studies on the structure of stimuli-responsive
nanocomposites.

Results and discussion

In order to form AuNR@PNIPMAm microgels, AuNRs were rst
synthesized and then a thermoresponsive hydrogel was grown
from the surface of AuNRs. AuNRs with mixed ligand shells of
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and sodium
oleate (NaOL) were synthesized according to previously reported
procedures.27 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of
a typical batch of as-synthesized AuNRs (Fig. S1†) conrmed the
uniformity in size and shape with an aspect ratio of ∼3.5,
although the aspect ratio varies between 2.5 and 4 for different
batches. We then measured their extinction spectra in varying
concentrations of glycerol (Fig. S2†) to determine the sensitivity
of each batch of nanorods to refractive index. The extinction
spectra of the nanorods in water exhibit two resonances that
correspond to the transverse plasmon resonance in the visible
(around 515 nm) and the longitudinal resonance in the near-
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
infrared (around 890 nm). In various batches of nano rods,
longitudinal resonance varies between 800 and 900 nm as
aspect ratio varies. Both resonances shi to longer wavelengths
with increasing refractive index, but the longitudinal plasmon
resonance is noticeably more sensitive, with a refractive index
sensitivity of 310 nm per refractive index unit (Fig. S2†). That
sensitivity varies with aspect ratio, and we have measured it
between 230 and 320 nm per RIU for various batches. This range
of sensitivities is in line with previous reports of refractive index
sensitivity of high aspect ratio gold nanorods.15

The microgel grows from the nanorod surface by seeded
polymerization28 aer partial ligand exchange for a polymer-
izable ligand, N,N′-bis(acryloyl)cystamine (BAC). Both plasmon
resonances blue shied slightly aer ligand exchange, but there
was no apparent change in AuNRmorphology by TEM (Fig. S1†).
The microgel was grown by seeded batch precipitation poly-
merization with a 10 : 1 ratio of the monomer, N-iso-
propylmethacrylamide, to the crosslinker, N,N′-
methylenebis(acrylamide), by weight. The polymerization was
performed above the lower critical solution temperature (LCST)
of the NIPMAm to induce precipitation,29,30 and thus the solu-
tion appeared cloudy during the synthesis. When cooled to
room temperature, the newly grown microgels swelled with
water and there was a marked decrease in the scattering by the
polymer. The plasmon resonance red-shied slightly aer
growth of the microgel due to the change in the refractive index
at the surface (Fig. S3†).

Grid stained TEM (Fig. 1b) conrmed the formation of
AuNR@PNIPMAm beads, which appear darker than the
surrounding support lm due to accumulation of phospho-
tungstic acid stain both at the surface and throughout the
microgel. The boundary of the microgel appears darker than the
interior, typical of a negative stain that accumulates at the edge
of the particle as it dries. This is consistent with previously
observed staining of similar microgels.31Notably, all of the nano
rods observed are encapsulated by microgels, with only one
nanorod per bead. However, in a typical synthesis there was
a substantial number of PNIPMAm microgels that nucleated
separately from any nanorods and appear empty. These empty
microgels have lower mass than the AuNR@PNIPMAm micro-
gels and can be removed by repeated centrifugation.

Upon heating the AuNR@PNIPMAm beads above their LCST,
PNIPMAm undergoes a rapid volume-phase transition caused
by water expulsion from the polymer.32,33 This change in water
content causes an increase in the refractive index of the
hydrogel,22,26 which in turn causes a red shi in the AuNR
plasmon resonance. A representative set of extinction spectra of
AuNR@PNIPMAm beads between 10 °C and 80 °C are shown in
Fig. 1c. A red shi in the plasmon was observed with increasing
temperature, which is most rapid at a transition temperature of
45 °C (Fig. 1d), corresponding to the LCST. A single, sharp
transition is observed, similar to that observed in optical
transmittance of AuNR coated with PNIPAm in previous work.23

This behavior was not observed in AuNRs in the absence of
PNIPMAm (Fig. S4†). It should be noted that the transition
examined here was induced by bath heating and not due to
plasmon excitation, as the power density in the
Nanoscale Adv., 2024, 6, 146–154 | 147



Fig. 1 Synthesis and characterization of AuNR@PNIPMAm microgels. (a) Schematic of volume phase transition in AuNR@PNIPMAm microgels.
(b) TEM micrograph of AuNRs embedded in poly(N-isopropylmethacrylamide) (PNIPMAm) microgel. The scalebar is 500 nm. (c) NIR extinction
spectra of AuNR@PNIPMAm in solution, taken every 3 °C between 10 °C and 79 °C. A large shift is seen between the spectra indicated at 43 and
46 °C. (d) Longitudinal plasmon peak position versus temperature. A rapid red-shift is observed around the phase transition temperature.
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spectrophotometer is several orders of magnitude below the
minimum threshold seen in studies with near-infrared laser
excitation.22

The position of the plasmon resonance can be combined
with refractive index calibration of the nanorods to determine
the degree of collapse of the gel. In our measurements, the nal
peak position corresponds to a refractive index of 1.54, in
agreement with previous reports of the refractive index of dry
PNIPMAm or PNIPAm in the bulk.34,35 However, earlier light
scattering studies found a lower refractive index of PNIPMAm
microgels above the LCST, implying incomplete collapse.36 We
propose that the difference is due to the plasmon measurement
providing a more accurate depiction of the core of the bead, as
the plasmon is most sensitive to the environment within the
rst few nanometers of the surface of the nanoparticle,37

whereas light scattering measures the properties of the entire
gel particle. As established by neutron scattering measure-
ments,38,39 microgels synthesized by batch polymerization such
as the ones used in our experiment are more densely cross-
linked near the center of the particle than at the surface. This
148 | Nanoscale Adv., 2024, 6, 146–154
supports the hypothesis that there would be a higher degree of
collapse near the center of the bead, closest to the nanoparticle,
than in the exterior of the particle. The effect of such structural
heterogeneity on the collapse process, however, has not been
previously reported and was only possible by direct comparison
of the techniques presented here.

In order to further elucidate how the optical response of the
nanorod corresponds to the degree of collapse in the bulk of the
hydrogel, we examined the hydrodynamic radius of the
AuNR@PNIPMAm microgels by DLS and diffusion-ordered
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (DOSY NMR). At 298
K, DLS of the AuNR@PNIPMAm microgels [Fig. S5†] show
a fully swollen gel at room T with a hydrodynamic radius, RH,
that varies between samples, ranging between 200 and 450 nm.
This agrees with the one-dimensional 1H NMR of the
AuNR@PNIPMAm showing four peaks between 0 and 4.5 ppm
that are broadened by the slow diffusion of the large bead
(Fig. S8†) corresponding to the backbone and sidechain protons
of the PNIPMAm and the crosslinker. In DOSY NMR, the inte-
gration of the backbone and sidechain peaks shows two
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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components (Fig. 2a), including a faster-diffusing signal due to
trace small molecules and a slower-diffusing component with
a diffusion constant of 8.5 × 10−13 m2 s−1. The slowly diffusing
component corresponds to a hydrodynamic radius of 480 nm as
calculated by the Stokes–Einstein equation,40 in good agree-
ment with the hydrodynamic radius measured by DLS.

The RH of the microgel exhibits a transition of large hyster-
esis over a temperature range between 30 and 47 °C, at which
the plasmon resonance has a red shi. The transitions of RH

take place at ∼30 °C upon heating and at ∼47 °C upon cooling.
In contrast, the plasmon response shows a much narrower
hysteresis under thermal cycle (Fig. 2c). Comparison of the
plasmon resonance and the RH response of the same sample
upon heating suggests that the sudden decrease of RH at 30 °C
does not exactly correlate to the optical response of the AuNR
Fig. 2 Temperature-dependent behavior of AuNR@PNIPMAm microgels
protons. A biexponential decay of intensity with the square of the gradien
diffusing component that corresponds to the hydrodynamic radius of th
dynamic radius of AuNR@PNIPMAmmicrogels while increasing and decre
between heating and cooling. Shaded regions indicate uncertainty dete
position while increasing and decreasing temperature shows a single tran
determined from repeatedmeasurements. (d) Longitudinal plasmon peak
x marks) vs. temperature of the sample AuNR@PNIPMAm sample
measurements.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
plasmon (Fig. 2d). Similar temperature-dependent structural
transformation was observed in both repeated syntheses of
AuNR@PNIPMAm (Fig. S6†) as well as in PNIPMAm microgels
in the absence of AuNRs (Fig. S7†). This consistent discrepancy
between the onset of size change of the microgel and that of the
plasmon resonance transition suggests that the collapse of
PNIPMAm upon heating takes place initially at the more loosely
crosslinked exterior region of the shell. The transition then
propagates to the interior at higher temperature until the
collapse of the more densely crosslinked core near the surface
of the AuNR leads to the transition of the plasmon resonance,
which is sensitive to the dielectric environment within a few
nanometers of the surface of the AuNR. Here, it should be noted
that small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) patterns from the
AuNR@PNIPMAm at different temperatures stay invariant
. (a) Diffusion-ordered NMR spectroscopy of the PNIPMAm backbone
t strength indicates two different diffusion constants, where the slowly
e microgel. (b) Dynamic light scattering measurements of the hydro-
asing temperature. Two transitions are seen, with significant hysteresis
rmined from repeated measurements. (c) Longitudinal plasmon peak
sition with hysteresis of only 1 °C. Shaded regions indicate uncertainty
position (left y-axis, circles) and hydrodynamic radius (righthand y-axis,
. Shaded regions indicate uncertainty determined from repeated

Nanoscale Adv., 2024, 6, 146–154 | 149
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during both heating and cooling (Fig. S9†), suggesting there is
no temperature-dependent structural variation (e.g., coales-
cence or aggregation) of the AuNR core.

In addition to the RH of the microgels obtained from DLS and
DOSY NMR, the NMR spin-lattice (T1) relaxation time also reveals
the solvation environment of the PNIPMAm,41 providing molec-
ular insight into the collapse of the hydrogel at various tempera-
tures. The average T1 relaxation time of the protons attributed to
the PNIPMAm backbone exhibits a non-monotonic dependence
on temperature, with an initial decrease between 298 and 303 K
followed by a larger increase between 313 and 316 K (Fig. 3a).
However, the spin-lattice relaxation of the hydrogel protons is not
always well described by a single exponential, as typically seen
when measuring a uniform population of protons. This can be
rst seen by the large uncertainties in the T1 times determined by
a monoexponential t to the recovery at 298 K and 316 K. On the
other hand, the relaxation time of the faster of two components in
a biexponential t shows amuch smaller uncertainty (Fig. 3a). For
closer inspection, the integrated area of the backbone proton peak
Fig. 3 NMR T1 Relaxation of AuNR@PNIPMAmmicrogels. (a) Inversion re
a single exponential (orange, 95% confidence shown as shaded region
between 313 and 316 K. The shorter lifetime component of a biexponenti
of PNIPMAm in AuNR@PNIPMAm at 298 K (b), 303 K (c), and 316 K (d). A
while at 303 K, recovery is monoexponential.

150 | Nanoscale Adv., 2024, 6, 146–154
at 1.9 ppm versus delay time in the inversion recovery NMR
experiment at various temperatures are shown in Fig. 3b–d. At 298
K, a least-squares t of the recovery to a single exponential func-
tion yields clear discrepancies between the data and the t
(Fig. 3b), and two different exponential components are needed to
reproduce the relaxation behavior. (The results of mono- and
biexponential ts to the data, along with their 95% condence
intervals, are shown for all temperatures in Fig. S10.†) This
heterogeneity in relaxation is consistent with the expected
heterogeneity of these hydrogels.

With a small increase in temperature to 303 K, however, the
heterogeneous environment of the hydrogel backbone appears
to be altered. The recovery converges to a single exponential
component (Fig. 3c), indicating a uniform solvation environ-
ment and mobility of the backbone at that temperature. With
further increasing temperature, the monoexponential recovery
is maintained through 313 K (Fig. S10†), but at 316 K a long-
lived component reemerges (Fig. 3d) that corresponds to the
beginning of the volume phase transition throughout the gel.
covery times of PNIPMAmprotons versus temperature. After fitting with
) two transitions are seen, first between 298 and 303 K and another
al fit is shown in blue. (b–d) Inversion recovery of the backbone proton
non-monoexponential inversion recovery is seen at 298 K and 316 K,

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Above that temperature, the full collapse of the hydrogel
prohibits measurement by solution NMR. This two-stage
change in the solvation environment of the PNIPMAm, to our
knowledge not previously reported, is consistent with the two
temperatures at which the initial reduction of RH is observed in
DLS, corresponding to the collapse of the exterior of the
hydrogel shell, at a temperature below the LCST (∼30 °C) and
the shi onset of the plasmon resonance, attributed to the
collapse of the interior of the microgel, at the LCST (∼47 °C).

By comparing the localized plasmonmeasurement to the overall
change in volume of the bead, we can establish how the degree of
collapse varies across the particle. Below 298 K, AuNR@PNIPMAm
are fully solvated and exhibit similar plasmon resonance peak
wavelengths to the as-synthesized AuNRs. However, with increasing
temperature (∼303 K), the heterogeneously crosslinked AuNR@P-
NIPMAm exhibit a volume phase transition, where RH starts to
decrease from the exterior region. The onset of hydrodynamic
collapse is accompanied by a partial change in solvation of the
PNIPMAmbackbone as seen in T1NMR, but no change in plasmon
resonance. This newly identied disconnect indicates that the
transition begins in the exterior of the microgel, and that there is
a substantial physical change in the hydrogel which is not sensed by
the AuNR plasmon. Upon further increase in temperature the
PNIPMAm completely collapses at ∼320 K, and it is only the
completion of the transition leads to the red-shi of the plasmon
resonance. This set of unique insights into the thermoresponse of
this system was only made possible by the new combination of all
three techniques applied here.

Here we have shown that the crosslinked AuNR@PNIPMAm
particles are not only heterogeneous in their structure at
ambient temperature, but also heterogeneous during collapse
at higher temperature. With increasing interest in plasmonic
composites with stimuli-responsive hydrogels as a path toward
multifunctional sensors, it is vital to understand how the
embedded plasmonic nanoparticle responds to environment in
the presence of surrounding hydrogel. While previous work has
focused on the agreement between the hydrodynamic radius
and the plasmon response, the regimes of disagreement are
equally important to the overall performance of these
composite sensors. By combining careful examination of three
independent measures of sensor response, we gained new
insight into the role of structural homogeneity in the func-
tionality of a prototypical thermoresponsive sensor. This inte-
grated approach constitutes a powerful platform for future
exploration of other parameters in rationally designing optimal
stimuli-responsive plasmonic hybrid sensors.

Experimental methods
Reagents

Gold(III) chloride trihydrate (AuCl3$3H2O, >99.9% trace metals),
ascorbic acid (AA, >99.0%), N,N′-methylenebisacrylamide
(BAAm, 99%) and N-isopropylmethacrylamide (NIPMAm, 97%)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Silver nitrate (AgNO3,
>99.9995% trace metals) was purchased from Strem. Hex-
adecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, >98.0%) and
sodium oleate (NaOL, >97.0%) were purchased from TCI.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Sodium borohydride (NaBH4, >99%) was purchased from
Honeywell Fluka. 2,2′-Azobis(2-methylpropionamidine) dihy-
drochloride (AAPH, 98%) was purchased from Acros. Hydro-
chloric acid (HCl, ACS grade), nitric acid (HNO3, ACS grade),
and ethanol (>99.5%) were purchased from Fisher Chemical.
N,N′-Bis(acryloyl)cystamine (BAC, 98%) and phosphotungstic
acid hydrate (PTA) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. All chem-
icals were used as received.

Gold nanorod synthesis

All glassware was cleaned in aqua regia (1 : 3 mixture of nitric acid
and hydrochloric acid) prior to synthesis. Gold nanorods were
synthesized in a solution of hexadecyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) and sodium oleate (NaOL) by reduction of
gold(III) chloride with sodium borohydride, as previously re-
ported.27 Particle size and morphology were reviewed by trans-
mission electronmicroscopy on a Phillips CM 12 (120 kV). Particle
sizes were analyzed using the image analysis soware package
FIJI.42 UV-Vis spectroscopy was performed with a Hitachi Dual
Beam U3100 equipped with a temperature-controlled cuvette
holder (Quantum Northwest TC100). Spectra were acquired from
700 to 1000 nm with a 5 nm slit width and 120 nmminute−1 scan
speed. Temperature was increased by 1 °C min−1 and a spectrum
was acquired once every 3 minutes.

Refractive index dependence

The dependence of the AuNR plasmon resonance on refractive
index was determined for each batch of AuNRs. The nanorods
were dissolved in varying concentrations (0–100%) of glycerol in
ddH2O and the absorbance spectrum of the AuNRs was taken.
The peak wavelength of the longitudinal plasmon resonance
was determined and plotted versus refractive index (as calcu-
lated by the weighted average of water and glycerol according to
the concentration) in order to determine the shi in the plas-
mon per refractive index unit.

Hydrogel bead synthesis

PNIPMAm beads were synthesized as previously reported.21,28,43

First, CTAB and NaOL surfactants were partially replaced by the
polymerizable ligand BAC. AuNRs were collected by centrifu-
gation at 4300 r.c.f. for 1 hour and resuspended in 90 mL
ddH2O. Ethanol (10 mL) and BAC (40 mg) were added and the
sample was stirred overnight. The ligand-exchanged AuNRs
were then again collected by centrifugation at 4300 r.c.f. for 1
hour and resuspended in 15.0 mL ddH2O.

Encapsulation of gold nanorods into PNIPMAm beads
crosslinked with N,N′-methylenebisacrylamide in a 10 : 1 weight
ratio was performed by batch polymerization. NIPMAAm (0.100
g) and BAAm (0.010 g) were dissolved in 15.0 mL ddH2O and
heated to 70 °C under nitrogen. Ligand-exchanged AuNRs (2.0
mL) were injected, followed by 80 mL 100 mM AAPH one minute
later. The reaction was stirred at 70 °C for 2 hours, during which
the solution acquired a cloudy appearance indicating the
growth of the collapsed hydrogel. The newly formed AuNR@P-
NIPMAm were cooled to room temperature and cleaned by
centrifugation at 4300 r.c.f. for 1 hour and resuspension in
Nanoscale Adv., 2024, 6, 146–154 | 151
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ultrapure water. Samples were stained by phosphotungstic acid
for imaging in transmission electron microscopy.

Nuclear magnetic resonance
1H NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker Avance III
400 MHz NMR equipped with a gradient Z coil and temperature
control. The temperature was calibrated using a methanol-d4
external standard, and the gradient was calibrated using the
diffusion of water in D2O. DOSY was performed with the pulse
program ledbpgp2s, with a 100 ms diffusion time and 1.4 ms
gradient pulse. The diffusion constant was determined from the
integrated areas versus gradient strength by a least-squares t to
the function:

I ¼ I0 e
�Dg2g2d2

�
D� d

3

�

where I is the integrated intensity, I0 is the integrated intensity
at gradient = 0, D is the diffusion constant, g is the gyromag-
netic ratio of the nucleus, g is the gradient strength, d is the
gradient duration and D is the diffusion time.

T1 measurements were performed with the pulse program
t1ir and delay times between 0.001 and 15 seconds. The inver-
sion recovery time was determined by a least-squares t to the
function:

I = I0 + P e−s/T1

where I is the integrated intensity, s is the delay time, I0 is the
integrated intensity at innite delay time, P is the integrated
intensity at s = 0, and T1 is the relaxation time.

Dynamic light scattering

The instrument is an ALV compact goniometer system with
multi-detectors (CGS-3MD, Germany) and the wavelength of
He–Ne laser beam is 632.8 nm. The autocorrelation function,
g2(s), was collected using ALV-7004 digital multiple tau real time
space. The g2(s) can be described as an exponential decay,
e−2q2Dr, where D is the translation diffusion coefficient and q is

the scattering vector,
4np
l

sin
q

2
, with refraction index of solu-

tion, n. In this experiment, the scattering angle was set at 90°.
Based on the Stokes–Einstein relation, the hydrodynamic radius
(RH) is related to D of spherical particles via RH = kBT/6phD,
where kB and h are the Boltzmann constant and the solvent
viscosity, respectively. The plot of RH distribution was based on
intensity-weighed outcomes. The temperatures were controlled
at 25, 35, 45, 47, 49, 51, 55, 60 °C in water bath.

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

SAXS experiments were conducted by using the 16ID-LiX
Beamline at the National Synchrotron Light Source II where is
located at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (Upton, NY). The
AuNR@PNIPMAm solutions were loaded in a sample cell
sandwiched by two mica windows with a gap of ∼2 mm and
a window area of 18mm2 to allow the beam passing through. All
samples were heated and cooled in sequence: 25, 35, 45, 47, 49,
152 | Nanoscale Adv., 2024, 6, 146–154
51, 55, 60, 51, 45, 35 and 25 °C. The X-ray energy was 13.5 keV.
The sample-to-detector distance is ∼3 m and the exposure time
is 1 second. The intensity is expressed as a function of scattering

vector, q dened as
4p
l

sin
q

2
, where q is the scattering angle, and

l is the wavelength. The data over a q range from 0.005 to 2.5
Å−1. Radial averaging and q-conversion of data were analyzed by
using Jupyter Notebook. The background subtraction and
transmission correction were performed to minimize the
intensity of the hydrogen bond from water at ∼2.0 Å−1.

Abbreviations
AuNR
© 2024 The Autho
Gold nanorod

DLS
 Dynamic light scattering

NMR
 Nuclear magnetic resonance

PNIPMAm
 Poly(N-isopropylmethacrylamide)

SAXS
 Small angle X-ray scattering

TEM
 Transmission electron microscopy
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